
HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.
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1 W19-10-06 Veteriniary chute PW-2 / D2 HDG pcs
2 W19-10-06-10 Veteriniary chute PW-2 / D-3 HDG pcs
3 W19-10-79 Tractor hook  to veteriniary chute PW-2 HDG pcs
4 W19-10-87 Groin li�er   to veteriniary chute PW-2 HDG pcs
5 W19-10-92 Hand transport holder ( painted) pcs

COMPONENTS OF SET 

TECHNICAL DATA:

- length (outer/inner size): 225,5 / 185 cm;
- widhth (outer/inner size): 185,5 / 80 cm;
- heigth (outer/inner size): 188 / 170 cm;
- back swinging gate with hoof puller; 
- self-locking crank ;
- two li�ing belts with S20 worm 
  gear drive;
- removable solid rubber wheel;
- front hoof support or hoof 
  puller (alterna�vely);
- wood, rear part made from 
   an�-slip steel ;
- D2 or D3 doors  with cow head 
  locking system.
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1 W19-10-11 Veteriniary chute PW-3  / D2 HDG pcs
2 W19-10-11-10 Veteriniary chute PW-3 / D-3 HDG pcs
3 W19-10-81 Tractor hook  to veteriniary chute PW-3 HDG pcs
4 W19-10-89 Groin li�er   to veteriniary chute PW-3 HDG pcs
5 W19-10-92 Hand transport holder ( painted) pcs

TECHNICAL DATA:

- length (outer/inner size): 250 / 205 cm;
- widhth (outer/inner size): 118,5 / 90 cm;
- heigth (outer/inner size): 208 / 190 cm;
- back swinging gate with hoof puller;
-  self-locking crank
-  two li�ing belts with S24 worm 
    gear drive;
- Removable solid rubber wheels;
   self-locking crank;
- front hoof support or hoof puller 
  (alterna�vely);
- wood, rear part made from 
  an�-slip steel ;
- D2 or D3 doors  with cow head 
  locking system.
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HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.
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1 W19-10-31 Veteriniary chute PW-10 HDG pcs
2 W19-10-35 Rear  hoof puller HDG pcs
3 W19-10-27 Veterinary li�ing belt 150 mm pcs
4 W19-10-29-01 Rotary sha� PW10 HDG pcs
5 W19-10-29-02 Hoof support PW10 HDG pcs

COMPONENTS OF SET 

TECHNICAL DATA:

- length (outer/inner size): 310,5 / 194 cm;
- widhth (outer/inner size): 122,5 / 80 cm;
- heigth (outer/inner size): 188 /160 cm;
- front swinging doors with adjustable  
  working widht;
- front swinging door with cow head 
  locking system;
- four bo�om full gates;
- four upper openwork gates;
- non-slip floor made from checker plate .
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- length (outer/inner size): 344 / 245 cm;
- widhth (outer/inner size): 134 / 82 cm;
- heigth (outer/inner size): 195 / 170 cm;
- front swinging doors with adjustable  
  working widht;
- front swinging door with cow 
  head locking system;
- four openwork gates;
- non-slip floor made from checker plate.

-80-
HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.

TECHNICAL DATA:

VETERINARY CHUTE  PW-11

FRONT HOOF PULLER
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1 W19-10-41 Veteriniary chute PW-11 HDG pcs
2 W19-10-25 Hoof puller   HDG pcs
3 W19-10-27 Veterinary li�ing belt 150 mm pcs
4 W19-10-29-03 Rotary sha�PW11 HDG pcs
5 W19-10-35-01 Rear  hoof pullerPW11 HDG pcs
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COMPONENTS OF SET 

View of veterinary chute with addi�onal equipment.
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1 W19-10-40 Hydraulic veterinary  chute PW-H set

2 W19-10-41 Heavy trolley puller PW-H pcs

VETERINARY CHUTE PW-H

TECHNICAL DATA:

  hydraulic power unit: 230V power supply.-  230V.

- length (outer/inner size): 290/180 cm;
- widhth (outer/inner size): 160/90 cm;
- heigth (outer/inner size): 215/165 cm;
- weigth: 1000 kg;

1

2

- hydraulic li�ing and lowering of belt - front and rear   
separately;
- hydraulic front hoof puller with a stabilizer - 2 pcs;

- four wheels, including two swivel wheels;

- hydraulic rear hoof puller with a stabilizer (separately   
working) - 2 pcs;

- hydraulic li�ing of chute at height of 50 cm;

- front winch used to pull animal into the cage, also used to 
pull chute onto a trailer;
- front winch used to pull animal into the cage, also used to 
pull chute onto a trailer;

- hydraulic distributors connected in series, which allows 
many operators to work independently at the same �me;

- hydraulic distributors connected in series, which allows 
many operators to work independently at the same �me;

- automa�c stop of li�ing of chute a�er reaching the 
maximum height;
- hydraulically sides opening front door

DANE TECHNICZNE:

1

1

HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.
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WEIGHT CAGES

1 W19-12-18 Klatka wagowa KW-1 oc. szt.
2 W19-12-10 Klatka wagowa KW-2 oc. szt.

CALF BOXES

- length (outer/inner size): 259/223cm;
- widhth (outer/inner size): 112/82 cm;
- heigth (outer/inner size): 206/170 cm;
- four transport wheels, lever to raise the cage;
- two swinging doors, self-locking .

1 W10-13-14 Calf boxes KC-1 B HDG set
2 W10-13-09 Calf boxes KC-2 B HDG set
3 W10-08-71 Calf box  feeder HDG pcs

1 2

3

- length (outer/inner size): 126/115cm;
- widhth (outer/inner size): 56/40 cm;
- heigth (outer/inner size): 94/84 cm.

WEIGHT CAGE KW-2WEIGHT CAGE KW-1

- dimensions : length - 60 cm ; width - 38 cm ; heigth- 40 cm.

- length (outer/inner size): 158,5/147,5 cm ; width (outer/inner size): 103/94 cm ; heigth (outer/inner size): 132,5/110 cm;
- height-adjustable feets, - floor made from pine wood, - openable front wall with addi�onal drinker holder;

KC -1B KC -2B

HDG  -  an�-corrosion protec�on - hot-dip galvanized.
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